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COMMENT

Anthropogenic dissolved organic carbon and marine microbiomes
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Abstract
Thousands of synthetic chemicals and hydrocarbons are released to the marine environment composing the anthropogenic
dissolved organic carbon (ADOC). Most ADOC is disproportionally hydrophobic, and consequently, its concentrations in
the cell membranes are between a thousand and hundred million fold higher than those in the dissolved phase. Marine
microorganisms respond to ADOC by multiple strategies ranging from ADOC degradation to detoxifying metabolisms. We
argue that the increasing concentrations of ADOC in the oceans deriving from rivers, atmospheric deposition, and plastic
leachates can have an effect on the health of the oceans and influence the major biogeochemical cycles, thus influencing the
Earth system during the Anthropocene.

Human activity dramatically changes the chemosphere
through contribution of synthetic compounds, as well as
unnatural mobilization processes, such as industrial scale
hydrocarbon extraction, combustion, and agriculture. Mil-
lions of man-made chemicals have been synthesized, of
which 300,000 are currently under commerce [1]. Man-
made chemicals include flame retardants, pesticides, herbi-
cides, pharmaceuticals, musk fragrances, surfactants, sea-
lants, plastics, plasticizers, and other plastic exudates,
dioxins, food additives, antibiotics, among others. These
synthetic chemicals, together with hydrocarbons associated
with the extraction and use of fossil fuels, have been
released to the environment during the Anthropocene fol-
lowing an exponential growth. As an example, it is esti-
mated that the use of plastics during the past 15 years only,
surpasses that used during the previous century [2]. On the
other hand, current emissions of hydrocarbons coming from
incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, such as those of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, are significantly higher
than in preindustrial ages. All together, these thousands of
hydrocarbons and synthetic organic chemicals at trace

levels are continuously shaping the contemporaneous Earth
chemosphere, including the marine environment. While
coastal seawater is impacted by rivers and continental run-
off leading to widespread occurrence of synthetic chemi-
cals, such as plastic leachates, there is also a diffuse
pollution to the global oceans by atmospheric deposition,
which can account for large carbon fluxes (e.g., 400 TgC
year−1 for aromatic hydrocarbons only, [3], Supplementary
Fig. 1). Once in seawater, synthetic chemicals and hydro-
carbons compose the anthropogenic dissolved organic car-
bon (ADOC).

The components of ADOC comprise relatively well-
studied chemicals, such as hydrocarbons, polychlorinated
biphenyls, perfluoroalkyl substances, and organopho-
sphate esters, among other chemicals and mixtures con-
tributing to ADOC (Supplementary Table 1). Similar to
the natural dissolved organic carbon (DOC), there are
ADOC compounds of labile, semilabile, and refractory
nature, the latter known as persistent organic pollutants.
Turnover rates of ADOC components in marine systems
can range from hours to centuries, but are poorly char-
acterized for most chemicals. The known pool of ADOC
is generally <1 μM [4], around two orders of magnitude
lower than DOC concentrations, which generally ranges
from 40 to 90 μMC in open surface ocean. The reservoir
of DOC in the oceans is of similar magnitude than
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2; ≈0.6 × 1018 gC; ref.
[5]). Whereas marine microbial ecology and Earth system
sciences generally consider only CO2 and biogenic DOC
as important drivers of marine microbial communities,
and their influence on climate and ecosystems, the specific
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characteristics and role of ADOC has largely been
neglected.

Why shall we care about the effects of such diluted
chemical compounds? Most ADOC is disproportionately
hydrophobic, as measured by the octanol–water partition
coefficients (KOW), and this has biogeochemical implica-
tions. KOW and bioaccumulation factors in planktonic
organisms for ADOC compounds range from 103 to 108,
which leads to ADOC concentrations in the (cell) mem-
brane lipids to be between a thousand and hundred mil-
lion fold compared to those in the dissolved phase
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Comparatively, ADOC do not
adhere to abiotic inorganic surfaces. Such large ADOC
accumulation into cellular lipids do not apply for large
pools of biogenic DOC, which is highly polar and thus
soluble in seawater. ADOC will be preferentially accumu-
lated in the cell membranes, thus ADOC is that fraction of
DOC affecting the membrane fluidity and integrity, with
potential for toxicological effects on microorganisms. These
effects have been proven not only due to hydrocarbons, but
also as the consequence of exposure to complex mixtures of
ADOC components [4]. Hydrophobic ADOC is also espe-
cially susceptible for being sorbed to the surface of
hydrophobic plastics, which can be leached back to sea-
water after plastic fragmentation, weathering, and transport
in the marine environment.

Responses of marine microorganisms to ADOC com-
pounds include a wide diverse battery of strategies from
catabolic pathways to adaptive metabolisms that can be
tracked using analytical, genomic, and molecular tools
(Supplementary Fig. 1). Most of the microbial physiological
responses to ADOC in the field have been studied in acute
events, such as oil spills accidents or in coastal impacted
sites, which represent a punctual large input of ADOC
compounds to the marine environment. However, atmo-
spheric deposition is a diffuse source of pollution to the
open oceans driving the background low, but ubiquitous,
concentrations of many ADOC components. Globally,
atmospheric deposition inputs represent a greater con-
taminant mass than point sources. For instance, the yearly
entrance of the aromatic fraction of ADOC to oceans by
diffusive atmospheric deposition surpasses the amounts
released by any marine accidental oil spill [3]. Plastic lea-
chates have also been shown to be important in terms of
carbon fluxes [6]. Microbial responses to background con-
centrations of ADOC compounds are just starting to be
analyzed, and show how dynamic the ADOC pool is. There
is an important biodegradation of ADOC, including that
derived from plastic leachates and atmospheric deposition
in the surface ocean, promoting bacterial growth [6–8].
ADOC consumption can originate changes in communities’
composition by promoting the growth of the opportunistic
low-abundance microorganisms that are members of the

rare biosphere [4]. Furthermore, consumption of many
anthropogenic chemicals containing organic P, N, and S can
alleviate nutrient limitation, and thus perturbing essential
nutrient biogeochemistry [9, 10]. Other studies show
negative effects on photosynthesis and toxic effects on
specific heterotrophic bacteria groups [4, 11, 12]. Many of
these effects are related to the strong accumulation of
hydrophobic ADOC in the cell membranes.

The growth of some taxa on ADOC, and the decrease of
other taxa due to toxicity, induce changes in the function-
ality and structure of the bacterial communities, which can
be translated to changes in the ecosystem services. Conse-
quently, the ADOC perturbation of the marine microbiome
is coupled to the carbon and nutrient biogeochemical cycles
[6, 8]. This influence, together with ADOC effects on pri-
mary production [11, 12], points to an ADOC perturbation
of the ocean metabolism (Supplementary Fig. 1). These
results suggest that microbial responses to ADOC can be
taken as a proxy of ocean health. The dispersed nature of
the pollution restricts direct pollutant monitoring, and
developing microbial and genomic indicators of such
chronic pollution, and their effects will be a useful tool.
Nevertheless, the effects of ADOC on ocean health are
barely known and have received less attention that those of
other environmental stressors due to the complexity of
ADOC and the elusive appropriate approaches to compre-
hensively asses ADOC perturbations [13].

Even though the emissions of individual components of
ADOC may increase or decrease over time due to changes
in products in commerce or international legislation, the
total emissions of synthetic chemicals and concentrations of
ADOC will continue to increase exponentially, in pace with
economic development, during the coming decades. Under
this scenario, the influence of ADOC on microbial com-
munities and biogeochemical cycles will become more
important. We claim that a comprehensive study comprising
the characterization of ADOC sources, biogeochemistry,
effects, and feedbacks with key biogeochemical cycles is
urgent in order to understand and quantify this vector of
environmental global change, with increasing relevance in
the Earth system.
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